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The 2013 NABO general conference was hosted by the Stefansson Arctic Institute at the University of Akureyri July 12-13th. The weather was fine and the venue superb; special thanks are due to Jon Haukur Ingimundarson of SAI and the staff of the Borgir center for their outstanding logistic support, excellent catering, and warm hospitality. Participants and session chairs did an admirable job of keeping us all on schedule, and there was good time for questions and discussions and viewing of the many posters. Everyone had a good time, and the cash bar sold out completely both days (surely a positive metric). Most of the power points and posters presented are available for viewing here:

[http://www.nabohome.org/cgi-bin/akureyri2013_2.pl](http://www.nabohome.org/cgi-bin/akureyri2013_2.pl)

The 2013 NABO Akureyri meeting was the largest since Copenhagen 2004, with 72 registered participants, 47 papers or posters, and an actual attendance of 128 on the day. There was a gratifyingly heavy turnout of students (both Icelandic and international) and scholars from Scandinavia, UK, US, Canada, France, and Germany. The two days were filled with high energy discussions, stimulating presentations, and many plans for further collaborative work. The two day general meeting was preceded and followed by smaller working group meetings including continued NABO collaboration in cross-regional comparisons with the Long Term Vulnerabilities and Transformations Project at Arizona State through the Global Human Ecodynamics Alliance (GHEA, [www.gheahome.org](http://www.gheahome.org)) and collaboration with a Swedish-led interdisciplinary project Inscribing Environmental Memory in the Icelandic Sagas (informally “sagas for sustainability”) with scholars from NIES, the Reykjavik Academy and Archaeological Institute Iceland. An immediate outcome of these interactive meetings has been formal participation by NABO in the Integrated History of People on Earth (IHOPE) Circumpolar Networks program ([http://ihopenet.org/circumpolarnetworks/](http://ihopenet.org/circumpolarnetworks/)) and we are now cooperating closely with IHOPE in promoting engagement with the new Future Earth global change initiative ([http://www.futureearth.info/](http://www.futureearth.info/)).

The first day of the NABO 2013 General Meeting was opened by a full morning session of eleven papers highlighting different projects in current Icelandic archaeology. Chaired by Orri Vésteinsson, this session served to indicate how active Icelandic archaeology has become over the past decade, and to flag up a host of new findings that are changing many long held ideas about Iceland’s past. The afternoon session chaired by Jim Woollett started with six papers on recent work in Greenland and the Faroe Islands.
These papers provided overview of large scale projects funded through the recent International Polar Year initiative and two major Leverhulme Trust (UK) international collaborative efforts during the past decade. Particularly impressive was the integration of human bioarchaeology (stable isotopes and aDNA) with the extensive new evidence of archaeological survey and excavation in the Eastern Settlement backed by new laboratory work in Zooarchaeology and Archaeobotany. The first day closed with a session chaired by Ingrid Mainland called “Beyond Outreach to Community Engagement” and included some memorable presentations highlighting the expanding effort to integrate active community participation in northern science with place based heritage and education for sustainability efforts. This is a rapidly growing area, and the innovative use of GPS and digital technology to connect across disciplines and connect to the public was impressive. Follow up meetings stemming from this session are already being organized by the participants.

The second day opened with a wide-ranging session chaired by Astrid Ogilvie on new techniques and results, with papers providing both project specific reports and broad overviews of new approaches ranging from insects to sea ice. Human Bioarchaeology provided a recurring theme, and there is new talk of a NABO human bioarchaeology working group forming as a result. Synergistic combinations of saga scholarship, zooarchaeology and new aDNA research were evident in a new project identifying whales and seal bones from dated archaeological deposits- providing hope for a better understanding of the “pre-whale massacre” Viking Age and Medieval North Atlantic. Equally revolutionary was a new application of stable isotopes and aDNA to cod fish bones from excavated sites that indicate some startling changes in cod stocks prior to modern fisheries impacts. Volcanic tephra have long been invaluable for dating, but new high frequency sampling techniques are permitting detection of near-misses as well as threshold crossing events in landscape change, providing some exciting potentials for understanding tipping points. New approaches to data management, agent based modeling, and Bayesian approaches to our growing C14 data store reflected the growing maturity of our region as a research area rich in multiple data sets and stimulating cross-disciplinary connections. The North Atlantic is clearly increasingly seen as a productive place for innovative applications requiring rich and well documented data sets.

The afternoon sessions (chaired by Andy Dugmore) included both broad overview papers and introductions to major new initiatives underway or planned in the N Atlantic region in the next few years. These included the NSF-funded NABO Comparative Island Ecodynamics project (2012-15), the Harbors of the North Atlantic Project (HANOA), the REMAINS project in Greenland, and the Inscribing Environmental Memory project. George Hambrecht closed the session with a stimulating discussion of the growing Anthropocene concept and the role of NABO scholarship in this debate. George will host a three day workshop sponsored by GHEA and NABO with the Roots of the Anthropocene as a theme (University of Maryland November 4-6 2013). The meeting closed with thanks all around, and the distribution of a questionnaire requesting feedback on major research questions, problems, and opportunities facing our community. It may be useful to close with a quick overview of the responses received (mostly via email) since the Akureyri meeting.

Most Critical N Atlantic Research Questions: Most respondents clustered their comments around prioritizing research resources to address multiple problems of coastal erosion & site destruction,
community heritage conservation and public engagement while working to train and nurture the next
generations of N Atlantic scholars. There seems to be widespread interest in at least three major
periods/processes in the region:

• *Landnám and first settlement*- processes of colonization, interaction with any earlier residents,
impact on resources, origins of later settlement patterns and any discontinuities. The Viking Age
remains popular.

• *Climate/History Conjunctures in the Middle Ages*- the sudden onset of cooling and sea ice ca.
1275-1300 at the same time as multiple transitions in governance, literature, artifacts, house
form, subsistence, and trade patterns engages much interest. Investigating the late 13th-early
14th century as a critical transition point for the region combines with interest in 15th century
collapse in Greenland and survival in Iceland as inter-related topics.

• *Onset of Modernity after 1500*- Post medieval archaeology and environmental history have been
part of NABO since its beginning, but there are clear indications that a growing number of
practitioners are being drawn into later time periods: nothing is “post-interesting”.

**Major Problems:** Respondents were nearly unanimous in flagging two major problems threatening
North Atlantic heritage:

• *Accelerated erosion* (both coastal and inland) across the region and melting of seasonally
frozen deposits in Greenland are irrevocably destroying the basic record at frightening
speed. The next generation of scholars will have a seriously depleted record to study no
matter what we do now. There is urgent need for well –considered and carefully prioritized
collective rescue of endangered sites and deposits and many of the new initiatives discussed
in the last day have rescue as a major objective. Even if we create major analytical backlogs,
this generation has a clear duty to save as much as we can. Fieldwork needs priority, but we
have to be strategic and collaborative in deploying our resources.

• *Continued economic problems* on all sides of the Atlantic place disproportionate burden on
students and younger professionals. There has never been a brighter or more promising
cohort of younger workers active in the North Atlantic than at present, and there is great
need to nurture, promote, and preserve these invaluable human resources. Projects that
provide student support, post-docs, and temporary employment now will have great
dividends in the near future. We need to aid the next generation however we can.

**Needs & Opportunities:** More effective data management, expanded community engagement, cross –
regional mobility for students and younger scholars, and expanded disciplinary and international
cooperation were all flagged as important. Several respondents were encouraged by the clear trend to
broaden the NABO interdisciplinary field to merge field and laboratory science with environmental
humanities and saga studies. Everyone welcomes the integration of more fields and scholars to the
teams, and all recognize the importance of maintaining the NABO traditions of ‘bringing the expert
along with the data’ rather than conducting poorly informed cross-disciplinary data raids. NABO
interdisciplinary papers have repeatedly broken journal records for the maximum number of co-authors,
and this is a tradition worth continuing.
## NABO 2013 Akureyri

### FINAL PROGRAM

#### MORNING DAY 1 JULY 12TH

**Day 1 (July 12)***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session 1</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Jon Haukur Ingimundarsson- Welcome to SAI | Tom McGovern, NABO at 21 | **Session 1 Orri Vesteinnsson**  
Adolf Friðriksson, FSÍ  
Deviant Burial Location in Iceland | Megan Hicks et al.  
Long term Social and Environmental Interactions: Ongoing Interdisciplinary Collaborations at Skútustaðir.  
Ramona Harrison, CUNY-The Gásir Hinterlands Project: Study of Human Ecodynamics in Eyjafjörður.  
George Hambrecht, UMD-Recent work in Skaffatunga  
Jesse Byack, UCLA-The Mosfell and Leiruvogur Archaeological Projects: Valley System Archaeology |
| **short discussion** | | Hildur Gestsdóttir, FSÍ- Hofstaðir Cemetery |                                   |
| Lunch & Posters | | Lilja Björk Pálsdóttir, A late Medieval Fishing Station at Gufuskálar, W-Iceland | Francis Feeley, Provisioning and Production at Gufuskálar, a first view from Zooarchaeology |
|                | | Karen Millek & Oddgeir Isaksen, Recent Fieldwork at Viking Age and Post-Medieval Vatnsfjördur, Westfjords | John Steinberg, Douglas Bolender, & Brian Damiata-Settlement Order & Site Size: Results of the Skagafjörður Survey  
Jim Woollett et al., The Archaeology of Settlement and Abandonment of Svalbard Northeast Iceland |
|                | | short discussion |                                                                                     |
| **coffee** | | Paul Ledger- Vatnahverfi: a green and pleasant land? | Christian Koch Madsen- Vatnahverfi Revisited - 7 years of archeological investigations  
Konrad Smiarowski, Advances in the Zooarchaeology of Norse Greenland |
|                | | short discussion |                                                                                     |
| **Session 3: Beyond Outreach to Community Engagement** | Chair Ingrid Mainland | Morten Meldgaard - Qeqertasussuk and Qaja revisited.  
Seth Brewington- Faroes & the Archaeology of Sustainability  
Orri Vesteinnsson, The Garðar RAPID project: Fieldwork and future plans | Paul Ledger- Vatnahverfi: a green and pleasant land?  
Christian Koch Madsen- Vatnahverfi Revisited - 7 years of archeological investigations  
Konrad Smiarowski, Advances in the Zooarchaeology of Norse Greenland |
|                | | short discussion |                                                                                     |
| Posters and informal discussion | | cash bar |                                                                                     |
**MORNING DAY 2 JULY 13TH**

**Day 2 (July 13th)**

**Welcome**

**Session 4: New Techniques and Results Chair Astrid Olgivie**

- Mike Church & Rosie Bishop: Seeing the wood for the trees? Archaeobotany in the North Atlantic.
- Véronique Forbes - Archaeoentomology and the modernisation of life-ways in rural Iceland.
- Jette Arneborg - Decayed by Erik the Red? The First Norse Settlers in Greenland
- Alexis Dolphin - A bioarchaeological investigation of childhood health in early medieval Bergen, Norway.
- Liam Lindholm - The Icelandic Medieval Diet and Masticatory Stressors
- Víkki Szabo & Cecilia Anderung - Sagas, Science, and Sea Mammals
- Astrid Olgivie - Sea ice off the coasts of Iceland and Labrador past and present

**discussion**

MORNING DAY 2 JULY 13TH

**coffee**

Magdalena Schmid & Kathy Batt: Making the most of scientific dates in Viking Age Iceland.

- Aaron Kendall - Viking Age trade in the North Atlantic: a comparative study of common artifacts from settlement sites in Iceland and Greenland.
- Richard Streeter - Early warning signals of tipping points in surface vegetation cover and related geomorphological processes.
- Nikolaj Trbojevic - Agent-based modelling of the Icelandic Landnám deforestation: ...ok, ABMs are useful - but what is it that really makes them cool?.
- Guðbjörg Ólafsdóttir - Archaeological samples reveals the demographic history of Atlantic cod

**Lunch & Posters**

- Andy Dugmore - Climate fluctuation and human memory
- Philippa Ascough et al - Stable isotope and C14 investigations of animals and humans in the N Atlantic
- Anthony Newton - NABO: Making best use of digital technology
- Karl-Johan Lindholm - An Archaeology of the Commons. Cooperative natural resource management in northern Sweden
- Steven Hartman, Inscribing Environmental Memory Project

**discussion**

**coffee**

Christian K. Madsen & Jette Arneborg: REMAINS project Greenland
- Natasha Mueller - Harbors of the North Atlantic (AD 800-1300)
- George Hambrecht - NABO and the Anthropocene
- Tom McGovern - What Next?
- reconvene for group discussion
- Tom McGovern - Thanks and closing

**Posters and informal discussion**

- cash bar

---

**Registered Participants**

**Jette Arneborg** (Researcher), National Museum of Denmark, Frederiksholms Kanal 12, Copenhagen, DK-1220 Denmark, +45 26273443 jette.arneborg@natmus.dk, biography - [Talk/Posters].

**Philippa Ascough** (Academic), SUERC, University of Glasgow, Rankine Avenue, East Kilbride, G75 0QF United Kingdom, +44 1355 270179 philippa.ascough@glu.ac.uk, biography - [Talk/Posters].

**Cathy Batt** (Academic), University of Bradford, Archaeological Sciences, University of BradfordBradford, West YorkshireBD7 1DP United Kingdom, c.m.batt@bradford.ac.uk, biography - [Talk/Posters].

**Rosie Bishop** (Researcher), Department of Archaeology, Durham University, Department of Archaeology, Durham University, South RoadDurham, DH1 3LE United Kingdom, r.r.bishop@dur.ac.uk, biography - [Talk/Posters].
Douglas Bolender (Academic), University of Massachusetts Boston, Department of Anthropology, 100 Morrissey Blvd.Boston, MA02125 United States of America, +1 224 420 1196 dbolender@fieldmuseum.org, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Seth Brewington (Graduate Student), Graduate Center, City University of New York, Dept. of Anthropology, Graduate Center, 365 Park AvenueNew York, NY10016 United States of America, 212-772-5654 seth.brewington@gmail.com, biography - [Attending Only].

Jesse Byock (Academic), UCLA, POB 907, Reykjavik, 121 Iceland, 3548656889 byock@humnet.ucla.edu, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Timothy Carlisle (Graduate Student), University of Aberdeen, Laburnum, Rothienorman, AberdeenshireAb51 8YD United Kingdom, tcarlisle1186@gmail.com, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Elishева Charm (Other), CUNY, 121 E 31st Street, Apt 5A New York, New York United States of America, elishevacharm@gmail.com, biography - [Attending Only].

Laura Comeau (Researcher), The University of Edinburgh, School of Geosciences, Drummond StreetEdinburgh, United Kingdom, +447713019480 L.E.L.Comeau@sms.ed.ac.uk, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Brian Damiata (Academic), UCLA, 803 Spencer Street, Redondo Beach, CA90277 United States of America, (310) 465-6449 damiata@ucla.edu, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Tom Dawson (Researcher), University of St Andrews, School of History, St Andrews, KY16 9AL United Kingdom, (44) 01334 467172 tcd@st-andrews.ac.uk, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Alexis Dolphin (Academic), Western University, 1151 Richmond Street, Department of Anthropology, SSC 3326, Western UniversityLondon, OntarioN6A 5C2 Canada, 2262687380 adolphin@uwo.ca, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Andy Dugmore (Academic), University of Edinburgh, Geography, Drummond StreetEdinburgh, ScotlandEH89XP United Kingdom, +441316508156 andrew.dugmore@ed.ac.uk, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Céline Dupont-Hébert (Graduate Student), Université Laval, Departement of Historical Sciences, Pavillon Charles-De Koninck, 1030 ave. des Sciences Humaines, bureau 3254Québec, QuébecG1V 0A6 Canada, celine.dupont-hebert.1@ulaval.ca, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Ragnar Edvardsson (Researcher), University of Iceland, Research Centers, Aðalstræti 21, Bolungarvík, 415 Iceland, red@hi.is, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Niels Einarsson (Researcher), Stefansson Arctic Institute, Borgir, Nordurslod, , Akureyri, 600 Iceland, ne@svs.is, biography - [Attending Only].
Árni Einarsson (Academic), Myvatn Research Station, IS-660 Myvatn, Skútustaðir, Iceland, +354 8924281 arnie@hi.is, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Frank Feeley (Graduate Student), City Univ. of New York, Graduate Center, 7035 Park Drive East Apt B, Flushing, NY11367 United States of America, ffeeley@gc.cuny.edu, biography - [Attending Only].

Véronique Forbes (Researcher), Université Laval, Pavillon Camille-Roy, 3, rue de la Vieille-UniversitéQuébec, Qc Canada, veronique.forbes.1@ulaval.ca, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Adolf Fridrikssson (Researcher), FSI (Institute of Archaeology, Iceland), Fornleifastofnun Íslands, Bárugötu 3Reykjavík, 101 Iceland, 003545511033 adolf@instarch.is, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Hildur Gestsdóttir (Graduate Student), Fornleifastofnun Íslands, Bárugata 3, Reykjavik, 101 Iceland, hildur@instarch.is hildur@instarch.is, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Donna Glowacki (Academic), University of Notre Dame, 635 Flanner Hall - Department of Anthropology, University of Notre DameNotre Dame, IN46556 United States of America, dglowack@nd.edu, biography - [Attending Only].

George Hambrecht (Academic), UMD College Park, 0111 Woods Hall, College Park, MD, United States of America, ghambrecht@gmail.com, biography - [Attending Only].

Ramona Harrison (Researcher), City University of New York, 365 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY10016 United States of America, ramona.harrison@gmail.com, biography - [Attending Only].

Steven Hartman (Researcher), Department of Humanities, Mid Sweden University, 871 88 Härnösand, Sweden, Härnösand, Sweden, hartman@kth.se, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Reinhard Hennig (Graduate Student), Department of Scandinavian Studies, University of Bonn, Germany, Mömpelgarder Weg 3, Tübingen, 72072 Germany, 0047-1578-1984500 reinhard@uni-bonn.de, biography - [Attending Only].

Megan Hicks (Graduate Student), City University of New York, Archaeology, 365 5th AvenueNew York, New York10016 United States of America, 917-744-4795 meganthicks@gmail.com, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Viðar Hreinsson (Researcher), Reykjavik Academy, Hringbraut 121 - 4th floor, Hagamel 40Reykjavík, 107 Iceland, 8448645 vidar@akademia.is, biography - [Attending Only].

Elín Ósk Hreiðarsdóttir (Researcher), Institute of Archaeology in Iceland, Bárugata 3, Reykjavik, Iceland, 8619483 elin@instarch.is, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Jon Haukur Ingimundarson (Academic), Stefansson Arctic Institute, Borgir, Nordurslod, Akureyri, 600 Iceland, +354 8620477 jhi@unak.is, biography - [Attending Only].
Scott Ingram (Academic), University of Texas at Arlington, 3929 Clayton Rd W, Fort Worth, TX76116 United States of America, 480-272-4058 Scott.Ingram@asu.edu, biography - [Attending Only].

Anne Jensen (Researcher), UIC Science LLC, PO Box 750, Barrow, AK99723 United States of America, +1 907-230-8228 amjuics@gmail.com, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Árni Daniel Júlíusson (Academic), Reykjavík Academy, Hrængbraut 37, Reykjavík, 101 Iceland, 8918096 arnidan@akademia.is, biography - [Attending Only].

Aaron Kendall (Graduate Student), CUNY Graduate Center, 365 Fifth Ave., New York, NY United States of America, ackendall@gmail.com, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Sant Mukh Khalsa (Graduate Student), CUNY, 292 Brooklyn Ave, Brooklyn, NY11213 United States of America, santmukh@gmail.com, biography - [Attending Only].

Tim Kohler (Academic), WSU, SFI, & CCAC, Department of Anthropology, Washington State UniversityPullman, WA99164-4910 United States of America, +1 509 330-6124 tako@wsu.edu, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Liam Lanigan (Researcher), Flat 1, 11A Pepys Road, Raynes Park, London, SW20 8NJ United Kingdom, +447902113330 liam.lanigan.10@alumni.ucl.ac.uk, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Solveig Lecouturier (Graduate Student), Université Paris-Sorbonne IV, 93 Avenue de la République, Paris, 75011 France, solveig.lecouturier@gmail.com, biography - [Attending Only].

Paul Ledger (Researcher), University of Aberdeen, Department of Geography and Environment, Aberdeen, AB24 3UF United Kingdom, paul.ledger@abdn.ac.uk, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Karl-Johan Lindholm (Researcher), Department of Urban & Rural Development, Swedish Agricultural University, Box 7012, Uppsala, 750 07 Sweden, +46702981795 (Cell) karl-johan.lindholm@slu.se, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Birna Lárusdóttir (Researcher), Fornleifastofnun Íslands, Lynghagi 11, Reykjavik, 107 Iceland, 8205583 birna@instarch.is, biography - [Attending Only].

Kenneth Mack (Graduate Student), Hunter College, CUNY, 200 Schermerhorn St., Apt. 709Brooklyn, NY11201 United States of America, 718-614-7441 kmack@akrf.com, biography - [Attending Only].

Christian Koch Madsen (Graduate Student), Danish National Museum/University of Copenhagen, Sverrigsgade 16 4., Copenhagen S, 2300 Denmark, +4521272701 ckmadsen@gmail.com, biography - [Talk/Posters].
Ingrid Mainland (Academic), University of the Highlands and Islands, Orkney College, Kirkwall, Orkney KW15 1LX United Kingdom, +44(0)1856569323 ingrid.mainland@uhi.ac.uk, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Thomas McGovern (Academic), City University of New York, Hunter College, 695 Park Ave New York, NY 10065 United States of America, iceland cell 896 4887 thomas.h.mcgovern@gmail.com, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Natascha Mehler (Academic), Department of Prehistory and Historical Archaeology, University of Vienna, Franz Klein Gasse 1, Vienna, 1190 Austria, natascha.mehler@univie.ac.at, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Morten Meldgaard (Researcher), National Museum of Natural History, Øster Voldgade 5-7, Copenhagen, 1350 Denmark, mmeldgaard@snm.ku.dk, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Lukasz Mikolajczyk (Graduate Student), University of Aberdeen, 16 Belmont Road, Aberdeen, AB25 3SR United Kingdom, r02lsm12@abdn.ac.uk, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Karen Milek (Academic), University of Aberdeen, Department of Archaeology, School of Geosciences, St. Mary's, Elphinstone Road Aberdeen, AB24 3UF United Kingdom, +44 1224 273693 k.milek@abdn.ac.uk, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Dawn Elise Mooney (Researcher), Archaeology South-East, Units 1 & 2, 2 Chapel Place Portslade, East Sussex BN41 1DR United Kingdom, dawn.elise.m@gmail.com, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Anthony Newton (Academic), University of Edinburgh, Institute of Geography, School of GeoSciences, Drummond Street Edinburgh, Scotland EH8 9XP United Kingdom, + (44) 131 650 2546 anthony.newton@ed.ac.uk, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Astrid Ogilvie (Academic), CICERO, Framsenteret, N-9296 Tromsø, Norway, +4747652766 aej.ogilvie@gmail.com, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Þóra Pétursdóttir (Graduate Student), University of Tromsø, Viðivellir 10, Akureyri, 600 Iceland, thorathora@gmail.com, biography - [Attending Only].

Marcy Rockman (Researcher), 118 10th St. SE, Carriage House Washington, DC 20003 United States of America, marcyrockman@hotmail.com, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Natasha Roy (Graduate Student), Centre d'études nordiques, Université Laval, Pavillon Abitibi-Price, local 1204, 2405, rue de la Terrasse, Québec, G1V 0A6 Canada, natasha.roy.1@ulaval.ca, biography - [Attending Only].

Magdalena Schmid (Graduate Student), University of Iceland, Nönnugata 8, Reykjavik, 101 Iceland, 003547751295 mme6@hi.is, biography - [Talk/Posters].
Thomas L. Sever (Researcher), University of Alabama Huntsville, Atmospheric Science Department, 302 Sparkman Drive Huntsville, Alabama 35805 United States of America, 256 961 7958 sever@nsstc.uah.edu, biography - [Attending Only].

Konrad Smiarowski (Graduate Student), City University of New York, CUNY Graduate School, 365 5th Avenue New York, NY 10016 United States of America, + 1 (917) 574 2674 konrad.smiarowski@gmail.com, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Kate Spielmann (Academic), Arizona State University, School of Human Evolution and Social Change, Arizona State University Tempe, AZ 85282 United States of America, kate.spielmann@asu.edu, biography - [Attending Only].

John Steinberg (Academic), UMass Boston, Fiske Center / Anthropology, 100 Morrissey Blvd Boston, MA 02125 United States of America, 617 287-6824 john.steinberg@umb.edu, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Colleen Strawhacker (Graduate Student), Arizona State University, School of Human Evolution and Social Change, PO Box 872402 Tempe, AZ 85287 United States of America, 215-806-2205 cstrawhacker@gmail.com, biography - [Attending Only].

Richard Streeter (Academic), University of St Andrews, Department of Geography and Sustainable Development, Irvine Building, North Street St Andrews, Fife KY16 9AL United Kingdom, + 44 (0) 7929822970 rt.streeter@gmail.com, biography - [Attending Only].

Vicki Szabo (Academic), Western Carolina University, Department of History, 225 McKee Cullowhee, North Carolina 28723 United States of America, 8285080901 szabo@email.wcu.edu, biography - [Attending Only].

Vicki Szabo (Academic), Western Carolina University, Department of History, 225 McKee Cullowhee, North Carolina 28723 United States of America, 01-828-508-0901 szabo@email.wcu.edu, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Nikola Trbojevic (Graduate Student), University of Iceland, Sæmundargötu 2, Reykjavík, 101 Iceland, + 354 616 8505 nit2@hi.is, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Orri Vésteinsson (Academic), University of Iceland, Sæmundargötu 2, Reykjavik, Iceland 101 Iceland, 8921040 orri@hi.is, biography - [Attending Only].

Emily Wooffenden (Undergraduate Student), University of Edinburgh, 9 Packington Street, Islington London, N1 8QB United Kingdom, 07814639044 s0911051@sms.ed.ac.uk, biography - [Talk/Posters].

James Wylie (Undergraduate Student), University of Edinburgh, Rathlin, Oak Road, Birnam Dunkeld, Perthshire PH8 0BL United Kingdom, 07972352910 james.wylie94@gmail.com, biography - [Attending Only].
Guðbjörg Ólafsdóttir (Researcher), Vör Marine Research Centre, Nordurtangi, Ólafsvík, IS355 Iceland, gudbjorg.astolaxafsdottir@gmail.com, biography - [Talk/Posters].

Sigríður Þorgeirsdóttir (Graduate Student), FSÍ/Gothenburg University, Bárugata 3, Reykjavík, Iceland, sirry@instarch.is, biography - [Attending Only].

Kristborg Þórsdóttir (Researcher), Institute of Archaeology, Iceland, Bárugata 3, Reykjavík, 104 Iceland, +354 5511033 kristborg@instarch.is, biography - [Attending Only].